1. Draw a countersunk - slot head screw and explain its general use.

2. Paste an image of a Pozidriv head and explain its advantage over slot head screws.

3. When are round head screws used? Include a sketch.

4. Name and paste an image of three more types of screw for woods.

5. Name and explain the use of 4 types of common nail. Paste images of the nails.

6. What is dovetail nailing? Include a sketch.

7. What is cyanoacrylate? Also, explain when it is used. What are its advantages and disadvantages?

8. What is PVA? When and how is it used?


10. Name three glues suitable for ‘plastics’ and describe their application / use.

11. Paste images of two common bolts. Name each one.

12. Name three types of machine screw. Include an image of each one. Explain their use.

13. When are wing nuts used? Sketch a typical wing nut.

14. When are self tapping screws used? Include an image of this type of screw.